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Ic dictionary sii
Seiko Instruments Inc. (Abbreviated: SII; President, COO &amp; Chief Financial Officer: Yukihiko Chayama; Headquarters: 1-8 Nakase, Mihama-ku, Chiba City, Chiba Prefecture; Tel: 043-211-1111) will release ic dictionary SR-H4500, electronic dictionary with two Japanese dictionaries and two useful English-Japanese dictionaries in
high school students' courses. The new SR-H4500 model includes selected references to strongly support japanese and English studies of high school students. Japanese dictionaries include Meikyo Kokugo Jiten (Taishukan's Meikyo Japanese Dictionary), which supports the use of modern languages [such as yakubusoku (dissatisfied
with a person's position)*1] and selection of appropriate words [such as the use of ishi(1) (intent; purpose) and ishi(2) (will; will)*2] , and Kojien of Iwanami, a useful reference for both languages and other subjects due to the treasure tro treasure of the items provided, thus allowing the use of dictionaries according to the learning
application. English-Japanese dictionaries include Taishukan's Basic Genius English-Japanese Dictionary, which features phonetic representation in the form of katakana and illustrated explanations, making it easy to understand words for beginners, and Taishukan's Genius English-Japanese Dictionary, a dictionary well supported by
many high school students with a wide variety of entries. The new dictionary also includes dictionaries such as Maipedia (My Encyclopedia), a useful encyclopedia with topics such as physics, chemistry and geography, and Sanseido's Zenyaku Dokkai Kogo Jiten (Complete Translation Dictionary and Classical Japanese Reading)
designed for Japanese classics starting high school , thus supporting learning from all angles. Functionally, Meikyo Kokugo Jiten (Meikyo Japanese Dictionary) is provided with two search features (displaying the group of meanings and searching for the meaning). The dictionary can also be used as a theonical dictionary, allowing users to
increase their vocabulary with words of similar significance. The dictionary is also provided with a name registration function for theft prevention. Equipped with SII kaiteki's unique computer touch specification, which makes keyboard typing easier, the dictionary can be used for free by high school students of the PC generation. SR-H4500
is an electronic dictionary that assists in the preparation, review and course of high school students. The newly released model is an environmentally friendly product (green product) certified in accordance with SII company standards in accordance with ISO 14021 Environmental Label Type II (self-declared environmental requirements).
*1. yakubusoku: use that refers to lack of ability or skill as in the sentence, Yakubusoku desu ga, isshokenmei tsutomemasu. (I'm yakubusoku, but I work hard.) inaccurate. *2. ishi(1),ishi(2): ishi(2) is widely used in general, especially in psychology, philosophy and grammar. In the legal context, ishi(1) is used exclusively. While ishi(2) and
ishi(1) are generally the same in terms of intentions and desires, in recent years the word tends to be written as ishi(2) when the writer wants to emphasize an individual's enthusiastic desire (although ishi(1) is also often seen in the same context), and is ishi (1) in the context of a simple intention, public opinion or group. Press Contact
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Images not available forColor: Seiko Instruments Inc. (Abbreviated: SII; President, COO &amp; Chief Financial Officer: Yukihiko Chayama; Headquarters:8, Nakase 1-chome, Mihama-ku, Chiba-shi, Chiba; Tel: 043-211-1111) will be released at the end of September IC Dictionary SR-T7100, an electronic dictionary with four large
English/Japanese dictionaries, making it ideal for learning English. The model was released including four major English/Japanese dictionaries including Kenkyusha Dictionary of English Collocations, Unabridged Genius English/Japanese Dictionary, Reader's English/Japanese Dictionary and Reader's Plus, as well as three
English/English dictionaries including Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, Concise Oxford Thesaurus and Oxford Collocations Dictionary. In particular, The Kenkyusha Dictionary of English Collocations and Oxford Collocations Dictionary provide English students with word-for-word idiom relationships of the English language that are
extremely useful for those who need to write in English. In addition, the SR-T7100 uses a new and sophisticated design of the very popular magnesium alloy material used in the SR-T7030MG model released as a limited edition in July. Magnesium is a material that receives superior attention in characteristics such as strength, hardness
and impact resistance used with mobile phones and laptops. With increased toughness, the SR-T7100 electronic dictionary is easy to use. [Key dictionary features include] (Some search features may change on the release date) 1. Allows searching for example sentences using eight new Dictionary Dictionaries that allow users to search
for four English/Japanese dictionaries, Kenkyusha's New College Japanese/English Dictionary and three English/English dictionary example sentences including a specified word. The number of example sentences in the dictionary exceeds 612,000 (according to an SII study). 2. Provide dictionary example collocation sentences
describing the word-for-word idiom relationship of the English language The shortest way to use natural English is to learn about the idiom groups of English words (i.e., collocations). By coupling the Kenkyusha Dictionary of English Collocations, which provides Japanese translations of examples, with the Corpus-based Oxford
Collocations Dictionary, the new electronic dictionary allows users to test groups from different perspectives. 3. Four convenient search methods for The Kenkyusha Dictionary of English Collocations The Kenkyusha Dictionary of English Collocations offers four different search features: search in English/Japanese, collocation search for
example sentences and search for translations. Specifically, search translations allow users to search and test collocations of an English keyword in Japanese. Includes six new Japanese dictionary dictionaries with six Japanese dictionaries simultaneously, including Hyakkajiten Maipedia Denshijishoban (My Encyclopedia, Electronic
Dictionary Edition), Koujien and Tsukaikata no Wakaru Ruigo Reikai Jiten (Japanese Dictionaries). The dictionary also has a lot of Japanese dictionaries. Contact Press Information Seiko Instruments Inc. Arai Corporate Communications Department, Io Fax:+81-43-211-8011 Fax:+81-43-211-8011
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